
Nordost’s line of QRT Enhancers and 

Harmonizers, which originated with the 

QVIBE and QKOIL, is now expanding to include 

two fresh designs in the QSINE and QWAVE. 

Each plug-in provides a unique solution 

that helps to improve upon the poor quality 

AC that negatively affects the audio/video 

performance of two-channel and home 

entertainment systems.

The QSINE AC Enhancer and QWAVE AC Line 

Harmonizer are designed to be used alongside 

the QKOIL AC Enhancer and QVIBE AC Line 

Harmonizer. While each of these plug-ins has 

a unique focus, they all complement each 

other as a modular set of AC products. As 

with the QKOIL and QVIBE, both the QSINE and 

QWAVE can be used as “stand-alone” products, 

but their benefits are cumulative and are best 

enjoyed when integrated into a full suite of 

QRT products. To implement the QSINE and 

QWAVE, simply plug each device into any 

spare socket that connects to the AC line of 

your sound system.
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The QSINE enhances the AC signal in a sound 

system by introducing a specific frequency 

field onto the circuit path. This frequency field 

indirectly reshapes the sine wave, which, in 

turn, lowers the effects of EMI noise embedded 

into the AC power, positively impacting the 

listener’s perception of the musical signal. 

Introducing the QSINE into your sound system 

brings about several distinct benefits
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Like the QKOIL and QVIBE, the QSINE and QWAVE are housed in a mechanically tuned, carbon-fiber 

body and equipped with either a US (NEMA), EU (Schuko), or AUS connector. 

(EU to UK adapters are available as needed)

• A lowered perceived noise

• An increase in the clarity, detail, and pacing 

of musical reproduction

• A reduction of EMI on the AC line

• Greater musicality and improved tonal 

balance

The QWAVE manipulates the sine wave 

by introducing a precise range of pulsed 

frequencies onto the AC line, clocked from 

the original 50 or 60 Hz waveform. Through 

this manipulation, the QWAVE is able to better 

control the harmonics and overtones attributed 

to many improvements, not least of which is 

the enhanced realism of both the musical and 

visual aspects of performance. As a result of 

integrating the QWAVE into your sound system, 

you can expect several noticeable results

• A lowered noise floor

• Increased imagery and dimensionality

• An enhanced presence of the sound stage

• A deeper, more dimensional, and vibrant 

picture in AV systems


